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We study the momentum space entanglement spectra of bosonic and fermionic formulations of the spin-1/2
XXZ chain with analytical methods and exact diagonalization. We investigate the behavior of the entanglement
gaps, present in both formulations, across quantum phase transitions in the XXZ chain. In both cases, finite size
scaling reveals that the entanglement gap closure does not occur at the physical transition points. For bosons,
we find that the entanglement gap observed in [Thomale et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 116805 (2010)] depends on
the scaling dimension of the conformal field theory as varied by the XXZ anisotropy. For fermions, the infinite
entanglement gap present at the XX point persists well past the phase transition at the Heisenberg point. We
elaborate on how these shifted transition points in the entanglement spectra may support the numerical study of
phase transitions in the momentum space density matrix renormalization group.
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Introduction – Quantum information ideas applied to con-
densed matter systems have revealed novel insights into ex-
otic phases of matter [1]. Quantitatively, quantum information
between two regions, A and B, can be characterized by the
groundstate reduced density matrix of A, ρA, and analogously
B, ρB. For example, the entanglement entropy (EE) is given by
Tr(ρAlnρA) = Tr(ρBlnρB). The entanglement spectrum (ES)
[2] (defined as the set of eigenvalues of a fictitious entangle-
ment Hamiltonian, He , with ρA written as e−He ) is a useful tool
in understanding topological states of matter and strongly cor-
related systems, including fractional quantum Hall (FQH) sys-
tems [2–10], quantum spin chains [11–17] and ladders [18–
26], topological insulators [27–32], symmetry broken phases
[33, 34], and other systems in one [35–39] and two [40–52]
spatial dimensions. These studies predominantly focused on
real / orbital space entanglement. For many gapped systems,
the energy spectrum of the edge states and ES are equivalent.
This was proven by X.L. Qi et al. [53] and elaborated on
in Refs. [23, 54–56]. There is no universal understanding of
systems with a gapless bulk, where long range correlations are
present [57].

The ES in momentum space has been explored in quantum
spin chains [11] and ladders [20]. A momentum partition is
natural and physically relevant, as the low-energy formulation
of one-dimensional systems involves the splitting of particles
into left and right movers [58]. A deeper understanding of the
momentum space ES could help identify the most fruitful ap-
plications of momentum space density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) algorithms [59–62]. Gapless spin chains are
one promising candidate for momentum space DMRG. For
example, for chains with higher symmetry groups character-
izing the parameters of the critical theories is a challenge for
real space DMRG and motivates different formulations [63].
The momentum space ES is also useful in characterizing dis-
ordered fermionic systems [64–66] as well as in quantum field
theories, where large momenta were traced over[67].

The momentum space ES of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model
exhibits a fingerprint of the underlying conformal field theory

(CFT) in the counting of the entanglement levels and a large
entanglement gap (EG), a notion first observed in the con-
formal limit construction of FQH entanglement spectra [3]:
The counting of the entanglement levels below the EG in the
spin chain relates the U(1) boson counting in the gapless sine-
Gordon regime to the U(1) edge of the bosonic Laughlin state.
The spin chain EG becomes infinite at the Haldane-Shastry
(HS) [68, 69] point, whose Fourier transformed wave func-
tion yields the same weights of monomials as the Laughlin
state. This fits into a more general connection of certain criti-
cal quantum spin chains and FQH states [70, 71].

As recently pointed out, the ES may provide a useful indi-
cation of distinct phases, but not phase transitions [72, 73]. In
particular, Ref. [72] highlighted that phase transitions can oc-
cur in the real-space entanglement Hamiltonian even though
the physical ground state remains the same. (Ref. [3] noted
early on that transitions according to an EG closure appear
shifted as compared to the physical system.) Physically, this
is because the properties of a system are determined by He

at finite temperature. Furthermore, Ref. [73] stressed that
non-analyticities of the ES can be connected to symmetries
in real space, and are not always linked to phase transitions.
In view of numerical techniques such as DMRG, whose per-
formance is directly tied to the ES, we wish to convey that the
persistence of EGs beyond physical transitions might improve
the performance of DMRG algorithms. If the entanglement
weight below the gap still provides an effective representation
of entanglement contained in the state, the presence of an EG
promises a reasonably constant performance of the numerical
algorithm as one sweeps over the physical phase transition.

In this Letter, we explore the ES in momentum space for
fermions and bosons in the XXZ spin-1/2 chain. We find in
both cases the ES fails to capture features of physical phase
transitions. For bosons, we find the EG seen by Thomale
et. al [11] is not always observed for CFTs of the same
central charge, c, but different scaling dimensions. We also
find that the bosonic momentum space ES at the Heisenberg
point is flat, and despite similarity to the FQH Laughlin state,
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FIG. 1. (color online) EE of bosons, S A, versus NA at ∆ = 1 for
20 sites (blue circle). EE assuming a flat ES (violet square). Inset:
S A(N/4) versus N (NA = N/4 − 1/2 if N/2 is odd). S A is fit well by
a linear equation, as expected for large N.

lacks topological entanglement entropy (TEE) [74–76]. For
fermions, we observe from finite size scaling that the EG does
not capture the phase transition present in the XXZ spin-1/2
chain. We argue that due to their deviation from the physical
phase transitions, the properties of the entanglement spectral
flow might prove useful for entanglement-based numerical ap-
plications.

Model and Details of Partition – We investigate the XXZ
spin-1/2 chain, represented by hardcore bosons and by Jordan-
Wigner fermions. The Hamiltonian with nearest and next-
nearest neighbor interactions is given by

H =

2∑
n=1

N∑
i=1

Jn(S x
i S x

i+n + S y
i S y

i+n + ∆S z
i S

z
i+n), (1)

with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and length N. The
transformation from spin operators to bosons is given by
S +

i = b†i , S z
i = (b†i bi −

1
2 ), with an added hard-core term that

prevents double occupancy. The hard-core term is an impor-
tant source of entanglement in momentum space for bosons
[77] and leads to differences in the ES between bosonic and
fermonic formulations. Most literature has focused on the
similarity of physical properties of bosons and fermions in
one dimension [79]; our work highlights a difference between
bosons and fermions. The transformation to fermions is given

by the Jordan-Wigner transform, S +
i = c†i

i−1∏
j=1

(1 − 2c†jc j) and

S z
i = (c†i ci −

1
2 ). The phase diagram of Eq. (1) is well studied

[79, 80]. We focus on the regime 0 ≤ ∆ < 3 and J2 = 0 for
the main part of the manuscript. For 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1 the model
is in a gapless phase with c = 1. The fermions are free at
∆ = 0 and acquire interactions of increasing strength with
increasing ∆; the bosons are strongly interacting throughout
due to the hard-core term. ∆ = 1 is the S U(2) symmetric
Heisenberg point. For ∆ > 1, the model is in the gapped
Ising phase. To set up a momentum space partition of the
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FIG. 2. (color online) The TD projection [from finite size scaling
with NA = Np/2 (NA =

Np−1
2 if Np is odd)] of the EG, ∆ξ, for

fermions (blue circle) and bosons (red circle) versus ∆. Inset: Fi-
nite size scaling of the EG for fermions versus ∆. All data fit the
form ∆ξ = α +

β

N , where α, β > 0. Parameters: ∆ = .7 (navy blue
disk), ∆ = 1 (green square), ∆ = 1.3 (orange hexagon), ∆ = 1.6
(red triangle), ∆ = 2.0 (teal star), ∆ = 2.3 (yellow eight-point star),
∆ = 2.6 (purple empty circle), and ∆ = 3.0 (green diamond).

Hilbert space, we Fourier transform the bosons (fermions) as

(b, c) j = 1
√

N

N
2∑

m=− N
2 +1

eim j(b, c)m, where m is the crystal mo-

mentum. Momentum basis states are labeled by occupation
number, nm, and crystal momentum, 2πm

N , m ∈ {−N
2 +1, . . . , N

2 }.

The ground state of Eq. (1) has S z
tot =

N∑
i=1

S z
i = 0 for the range

of parameters we consider. Thus, the number of bosons and
fermions, Np, is N

2 . For fermions, we consider system sizes of
4n + 2, n ∈ N, to avoid a degenerate Fermi sea at ∆ = 0.

After the ground state is obtained via exact diagonaliza-
tion in the momentum occupation basis, we partition the sys-
tem into two regions, A and B, by dividing the momentum
occupation basis at Γ, i.e. m ∈ A = {m | m > 0} and
m ∈ B = {m | m ≤ 0} and fixing the particle number in
each region. We form the density matrix and then trace out
the degrees of freedom of B. This yields ρA and He. The
total momentum, M =

∑
m nmm, is only conserved approx-

imately, and maps to the exact crystal momentum quantum
number via Mc = M mod N. Still, the total momentum can
be a useful approximate quantum number when a large per-
centage of the weight is located in one sector as seen for the
bosonic ground states near ∆ = 1 in Fig. 3. (At the HS point,
the total bosonic momentum becomes an exact quantum num-
ber [11].) In such a case, we partition with respect to both
number of particles and total momentum with the constraints
NA + NB = Np and MA + MB = M. For a wave-function
with strongly distributed weight in several momentum sectors
(which happens for fermions), the total momentum is not a
valid quantum number, and several momentum sectors will be
mixed. In this case we partition the system with respect to
the number of particles and the total crystal momentum of A
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and B, i.e. MA,c + MB,c = Mc. One can visualize the momen-
tum space cut as a tracing out one-half of two coupled chiral
one-dimensional systems. Due to the numerical limitations of
exact diagonalization, we consider systems sizes up to N = 22
for bosons and N = 30 for fermions.

Revisiting The Heisenberg Point – Ref. [11] hinted that the
ES for bosons below the EG is flat. We now show numerical
evidence for this and analyze the consequences of a flat ES.
We find the average of the levels at each MA below the EG
approach the same constant value in the thermodynamic (TD)
limit approximately equal to the natural log of the number of
levels below the EG, Ng =

(Np−1)!
(Np−1−NA)!(NA)! . This numerically

demonstrates the ES is flat, so we can investigate how the EE
scales with N. Neglecting the levels above the EG (this ap-
proximation is exact at the HS point), the normalization condi-

tion for the trace of ρA is 1 =
Ng∑
i=1

e−ξi = Nge−ξ, where ξi are the

entanglement eigenvalues. The EE is then S (NA) = ln(Ng).
In the large Np limit, we obtain a linear, i.e. volume scal-
ing for the EE, different from the standard area law seen in
real space systems [81]. (This volume scaling hints at a draw-
back of momentum space DMRG from the view of general
information theory. Still, the structure of the ES might ren-
der this formulation advantageous in the end, for the range of
finite systems which are available.) By varying NA and ex-
panding the EE in the large Np limit around NA = NP

2 , we find
S A(Np,NA) = S A(NA =

Np

2 ) − 2
Np

( Np

2 − NA)2. This behavior at
∆ = 1 is shown in Fig. 1.

Despite similarity in state counting to the Laughlin ES on
the quantum Hall sphere, one important difference is that the
ES at the Heisenberg point is flat, consistent with the Heisen-
berg point being non-chiral. (Note the ES of the FQH Laugh-
lin state on the sphere mimics a linearly dispersing chiral U(1)
mode in the conformal limit [3].) An important consequence
of the flat spectrum at the Heisenberg point is the absence
of TEE, which we have numerically confirmed, whereas the
FQH Laughlin state on the sphere has TEE [76].

Bosonic Entanglement Gap – We now vary ∆ and inves-
tigate the behavior of the EG. Adjusting ∆ varies the scaling
dimension of the underlying CFT in the gapless phase. As
stated before, the EG is infinite at the HS point (which can
be thought of as an S U(2) invariant deformation away from
the Heisenberg point), at which the fractionalized excitations,
spinons, are free and interact only through their mutual statis-
tics. Moving from the HS point to the Heisenberg point intro-
duces interactions between spinons and dresses the state, but
the EG still remains in the TD limit. The EG for bosons is
defined as the minimal difference between the generic entan-
glement levels and the low lying universal levels. Our con-
clusions do not depend on whether we define the EG as a di-
rect gap constrained to a given sector (NA,MA) or as a global
gap over all MA. We find that the EG for bosons is not open
throughout the entire gapless region. This is not affected by
considering an approximate decomposition in total momen-
tum or an exact decomposition in crystal momentum.

Fig. 3 shows representative plots of the bosonic ES as a
function of ∆. The EG decreases as ∆ is lowered from 1.
Qualitatively, this is due to interactions developing between
spinons, which further dress the approximate product-like
spinon state present at the Heisenberg point. The EG for 22
sites closes at ∆ ≈ 1

4 . Finite size scaling suggests that in the
TD limit the EG closes at ∆ ≈ 3

4 (Fig. 2). The exact location
of the closure is beyond the scope of present work. The im-
portant feature is the closure of the EG for some value of ∆ in
the gapless regime. This is seen even for finite system sizes.
It might allow for the interpretation that the momentum space
EG is not, by itself, a necessary signature for a gapless S=1/2
spin fluid state.

Note real space symmetries also yield fingerprints in the
momentum space ES for bosons. For ∆ = 0, one can unitarily
transform the Hamiltonian from negative J1 to positive J1 by
a π rotation about the z axis on every second site. We analyt-
ically show in the supplemental material this leads to a shift
in momentum by half a lattice vector and a reflection in the
ES. We also prove a reflection seen in the bosonic ES when
J1 = 0, J2 , 0.

Fermionic ES – Fig. 4 shows plots of the fermionic ES for
representative values of ∆. We first observe that the count-
ing of 1,1,2,3,5... for all values of ∆ (Fig. 4), starting from
M̃C,A = 0, is trivial, as it links to total Hilbert space state
counting in the respective momentum sector. This highlights
the importance of the U(1) counting seen for bosons near
∆ = 1 where the Hilbert space is not exhausted by this count-
ing.

At ∆ = 0, the fermionic left and right movers are not en-
tangled and form a product state [82, 83] with an infinite EG.
Qualitatively the gap decreases as we increase ∆ from zero
due to interactions developing between fermions, complemen-
tary to what is observed for bosons. The EG captures the low
energy properties of He, thus phase transitions in He. Fig. 2
shows the TD projection of the fermionic EG. The EG re-
mains relatively large and finite well past ∆ = 1. The inset of
Fig. 2 shows that the scaling with inverse system size always
decays linearly and the gap remains open in the TD limit past
∆ = 1. For ∆ & 1.7, the system sizes we consider are larger
than the correlation length [84], so we expect our scaling to
be reliable. For example, the correlation length for the charge
stiffness, taken from Ref. [84], is ≈ 1.5 lattice spacings for
∆ = 3, while the largest system size we consider is 10 times
bigger (dividing N by two due to PBCs). This should also
be compared to the scaling difference between the two lowest
physical energy levels. Analyzing the scaling of the difference
in the two lowest physical energy levels in the XXZ model,
one can accurately detect the phase transition at ∆ = 1 with
only ten sites [85]. As such, the system sizes considered here
are large enough in principle to detect phase transitions near
the TD value. We conclude that the EG and the ES systemat-
ically do not capture the phase transition from the gapless to
gapped phase.

The ES deep in the Ising phase is linear as seen in Fig. 4c
[77]. This adds to the argument that the EG extends past ∆ =
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FIG. 3. (color online) Bosonic ES for representive values of ∆, with N = 22 and NA = 5. The entanglement eigenvalues ξ are plotted versus
MA. Inset: Fraction of weight of the ground state, W, versus M. The ground state primarily resides in the M = N2/4 sector.
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FIG. 4. (color online) Fermionic ES for representive values of ∆, with N = 30 and NA = 7. The fermionic ES remains qualitatively similar for
∆ = 1 and ∆ = 2 despite a phase transition at ∆ = 1 and is linear for ∆ = 7. The entanglement eigenvalues ξ are plotted versus M̃A,C = MA,C +13.
We have shifted the Brillouin zone by MC = 13 to have the lowest level at M̃A,C = 0.

1. The reasoning is as follows: Starting near the transition (on
the gapped side) of He (at zero entanglement temperature, Te)
we can imagine increasing Te. Increasing Te, we expect the
gapped phase to become gapless due to thermal fluctuations,
thus giving us the required physical phase diagram at Te = 1
[72].

Conclusions – We have studied the momentum space ES
for both bosons and fermions. We have shown with analytical
methods and exact diagonalization the momentum space ES
fails to detect physical phase transitions. More explicitly, the
EG seen for bosons [11] does not remain open for arbitrary
scaling dimensions in the c = 1 CFT domain. For fermions,
we found that the low energy (highly entangled) part of He

does not host a phase transition near a corresponding physical
phase transition. Our findings for fermions suggest the results
of Ref. [64], which state that momentum space ES can char-
acterize disordered one-dimensional fermionic systems, need
to be taken with caution in the presence of interactions.

Our results are useful for numerical techniques such as
DMRG, where one discards states of ρA with low entangle-
ment. For both fermions and bosons, a large separation of
scales in entanglement persists in a relatively large region
around the phase transition at ∆ = 1. Assuming there is
still enough entanglement weight located below the EG, this
might, despite a volume law for EE, allow a momentum space

based DMRG code to probe the critical point and the region
around it. This work highlights that the non-universality of the
ES pointed out in Ref. [72] might in certain cases establish a
useful feature for numerical applications.
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Supplementary Material I: Detailed Description of
Transformed Hamiltonians

For completeness, we provide a detailed description of the
XXZ Hamiltonian reformulated via bosons and fermions in
momentum space. The transformed bosonic nearest neighbor
Hamiltonian is given by

H =

N∑
i=1

(
J(b†i bi+1 + b†i+1bi + ∆(ni −

1
2

)(ni+1 −
1
2

))+

V(ni −
1
2

)(ni −
1
2

)
)
, (2)

where V is the hardcore potential and ni = b†i bi . The map-
ping between hardcore bosons and spins is exact as V → ∞.
After inserting the Fourier transform of the bosonic operators
defined in the main text, the Hamiltonian becomes

H =
∑

k

(J cos(k) − V − J∆)b†kbk+

1
N

∑
k1,k2,
k3,k4

((
V + J∆ cos(k3 − k4)

)
b†k1

bk2
b†k3

bk4
δ−k1+k2−k3+k4,0

)
. (3)

The transformed nearest neighbor fermionic Hamiltonian is
given by

H = J
N∑

i=1

(
c†i ci+1 + c†i+1ci + ∆(ni −

1
2

)(ni+1 −
1
2

)
)
. (4)

After inserting the Fourier transform of the fermionic opera-
tors defined in the main text, the Hamiltonian becomes

H = J
(∑

k

(cos(k) − ∆)c†kck+

∆

N

∑
k1,k2,
k3,k4

(
cos(k3 − k4)c†k1

ck2
c†k3

ck4
δ−k1+k2−k3+k4,0

) )
. (5)

Supplementary Material II: Entanglement Spectrum of The
Ising Phase for Fermions

Here we provide a proof that the ES of the Ising phase for
fermions is linear. The bosonized version of the XXZ Hamil-
tonian [58] is given by

H =
v
2

∫
dx

(
Π2 + (1+

4∆

π
)(∂xφ)2 +

2∆

(πa)2 cos(
√

16πφ)
)
, (6)

where a is the short distance cutoff and v is the velocity. We
will transform to fermions later. We now expand the cosine
in terms of the scalar fields to second order, valid for large
∆ (deep in Ising phase) where φ has small fluctuations about

a value that minimizes the cosine term. After dropping an
overall constant, the Hamiltonian is given by

H =
v
2

∫
dx

(
(Π)2 + (1 +

4∆

π
)(∂xφ)2 +

16π∆

(πa)2 φ
2
)
. (7)

Plugging in the following mode expansions (ignoring zero
modes) for φ and Π

φ =
∑
q,0

1√
2|q|N

e−iqx(a†q + a−q), (8a)

Π =
∑
q,0

√
|q|
2N

e−iqx(a†q − a−q), (8b)

the Hamiltonian takes the form

H =
v
2

∑
q,0

(
a†q, a−q

) (Aq Bq

Bq Aq

) (
aq

a†−q

)
, (9)

where

Aq = (1 +
2∆

π
)|q| +

8∆

πa2|q|
, (10)

and

Bq =
2∆

π
(|q| +

4
a2|q|

). (11)

We can diagonalize H via a Bogoliubov transformation(
aq

a†−q

)
=

(
cosh θq sinh θq

sinh θq cosh θq

) (
bq

b†−q

)
, (12)

with

cosh
(
2θq

)
=

Aq

λq
, sinh

(
2θq

)
= −

Bq

λq
, (13a)

λ2
q = A2

q − B2
q = (1 +

4∆

π
)|p|2 +

16∆

π
. (13b)

This yields the diagonal bilinear form

H = v
∑
q,0

λq(b†qbq +
1
2

). (14)

The ground state |0〉 of H is specified by the condition that
bq|0〉 = 0 ∀ q. From this, we can calculate the entanglement
Hamiltonian using free field theory methods [78]. We first cal-
culate the two-point correlation functions for the right movers
with right-moving momentum q > 0. Using the ground state
|0〉 of H,

〈0|a†qaq|0〉 = sinh2 θq =
cosh(2θq) − 1

2
. (15)

We introduce the ansatz

ρA =
e−He

Ze
, Ze = Tre−He , (16)
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with

He =
∑
q>0

wq

(
a†qaq +

1
2

)
. (17)

This gives the Bose distribution

Tr
(
a†qaqρA

)
=

1
ewq − 1

. (18)

Equating Eq. (18) with Eq. (15), we obtain the expression of
wq as

wq = ln
cosh(2θq) + 1
cosh(2θq) − 1

. (19)

One must divide this slope by π to obtain the fermionic ES
slope [79]. In the small q limit, after setting a = 1, we obtain

wq =
1
√
π

1
√

∆
|q|, (20)

which indeed is a linear spectrum. Numerical evidence for the
behaviour of the ES slope as a function of ∆ is shown in Fig. 5.
The numerical slope obtained is of the form c + b

√
∆

, where
c ∼ −.10 and b ∼ .63, which is in quantitative agreement with
the theoretical prediction given by Eq. (20).

Supplementary Material III: Symmetries for Bosons

In this section, we prove the effect of certain real-space
symmetries on the momentum space ES.

Case 1: ∆ = 0 – For ∆ = 0, one can unitarily trans-
form the Hamiltonian from negative J1 to positive J1 by a π
rotation about the z axis on every second site. This provides
a relationship between the real-space wave-functions for
positive and negative J1. This relationship is given by

ψ−(z j1 ...z jκ ) = ψ+(z j1 ...z jκ )e
iπ( j1+1)...eiπ( jκ+1). (21)

where ψ+(z j1 ...z jκ ) is the ground state coefficient of a given
spin configuration for the case when J1 is positive, ψ−(z j1 ...z jκ )
is the ground state coefficient of a given spin configuration
when J1 is negative, z ji is the location of the ith down spin
and κ = N

2 is the total number of down spins. We first see how
this affects the momentum space wave-function. In terms of
the real space coefficients, the momentum space coefficients
[11] for negative J1 are given by

ψ−(m1...mκ) =
∑
j1... jκ

ei 2π
N j1m1 ...ei 2π

N jκmκψ−(z j1 ...z jκ ) =∑
j1... jκ

ei 2π
N j1(m1+ N

2 )...ψ+(z j1 ...z jκ ). (22)

We see that we now have an effective momentum which ap-
pears in the Fourier transform. The effective momentum for
each spin-flip is me f f = m + N

2 .
To see how this affects the ES, we first write the ground

state wave function in a Schmidt decomposition of a fixed
number of left and right moving particles as

∣∣∣ψ−〉 =

N∑
i=0

∑
α,β

∑
p+q=iN

ψ−i;αp;βq |αp〉 |βq〉 , (23)

where α and β represent all possible occupation states that
give rise to a subsystem with left movers with total momentum
p and right movers with total momentum q, and the sum over i
represents the sum over all possible momentum sectors. Using
the approximation that 〈βq|β′q′〉 ∼ δpp′δββ′ we arrive at the
reduced density matrix for negative J1

ρ−A =
∑

i,i′,p,α,α′,β

ψ∗;−i′;α′p;
β(i′N−p)

ψ−i;αp;
β(iN−p)

∣∣∣α p
〉 〈
α′p

∣∣∣ . (24)

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (24) produces the reduced den-
sity matrix for negative J1 in terms of the ground-state coeffi-
cients for positive J1,

ρ−A =
∑

p,α,α′,β

ψ∗;+
α′p+

NNA
2 ;

β(κ2−p− NNA
2 )

ψ+

αp+
NNA

2 ;

β(κ2−p− NNA
2 )

∣∣∣α p
〉 〈
α′p

∣∣∣ , (25)

where NA is the number of particles in region A, which is equal
to the number of particles in region B. Here we have used the
fact that most of the weight is in the κ2 sector for the positive
case which allows us to collapse the sum over momentum sec-
tors. Thus, we see that the entanglement levels for negative J1
are the same as positive J1, but appear at momenta shifted by
NNA

2 . This completes the proof for the reflection observed in
Figures 6a and 6b.
Case 2: J1 = 0, J2 , 0 – We close this section by explain-
ing the reflection about MA = 25 as seen in the bosonic ES in
Fig. 6c, around J1 = 0 and positive J2. For J1 = 0 we are in
a dimerized phase. As a consequence, for an even number of
sites, one can split the system into subsystems, i.e. even and
odd sites. In addition to the total spin of the system being zero,
the total spin of each sub-system is zero for the ground state.
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FIG. 6. (color online) Bosonic ES for system size N = 20 for various values of J1, J2 and ∆, with a cut region containing 5 magnons. The
reflection properties observed are analytically proven in Supplementary Material III: Symmetries for Bosons.

This fact is crucial to this proof. One can write the real-space
wave-function as

|ψ〉 =

N
2∑

j1,..., j κ
2

N
2∑

j′1,..., j
′
κ
2

=1

ψ(2 j1, . . . , 2 j κ
2
; 2 j′1 − 1, . . . , 2 j′κ

2
− 1)

S −2 j1 . . . S
−
2 j κ

2
S −2 j′1−1 . . . S

−
2 j′κ

2
−1 |F〉 , (26)

where the primes indicate the sum over the odd sites and the
unprimed j’s are on even sites. The coefficients of the Fourier
transform are given by

ψ(m1 . . . mk) =

N
2∑

j1,..., j κ
2

=1
j′1,..., j

′
κ
2

=1

ψ(2 j1, . . . , 2 j κ
2
; 2 j′1 − 1, . . . , 2 j′κ

2
− 1)

e
i2π
N m12 j1 . . . e

i2π
N m12 jκe

i2π
N m1(2 j′1−1) . . . e

i2π
N m1(2 j′κ

2
−1)

(27)

Taking m to m + N/2 on even sites simply returns a factor
of ei2π. Doing this for the odd sites returns a factor of e−iπ.
However, because we have a fixed number of down spins on
the odd sites, this factor is the same for every term in the sum
and just returns an overall phase. In this case it is unity, since
there are a even number of down spins on the odd sites. Thus
the momentum space wave-function is invariant under m 7→
m + N/2. We have seen earlier this leads to a reflection in the
entanglement spectrum about a certain MA and thus explains
the observed reflection in the entanglement spectrum for J1 =

0 (Fig. 6c).
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